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Discover our CS60-HC and DS8100-HC Product Series
The CS60-HC Series is small enough to accommodate any clinician workflow—and with a first-of-its-kind design, easily converts between handheld and hands-free mode.
CS60-HC Series Mounting Bracket Options

**Angled Mount**
Side Facing for 25 Inch Monitor  
**Part Number:** VESA-AM25060W-0B  
**Description:** Creative Mounting Solutions VESA Angled Mount with 90 Degree Bend (Side Facing) for CS60-HC Presentation Cradle. Fits Up To 25 Inch Monitor.

**Straight Mount**
Front Facing for 25 Inch Monitor  
**Part Number:** VESA-SM25060W-0B  
**Description:** Creative Mounting Solutions VESA Straight Mount (Front Facing) for CS60-HC Presentation Cradle. Fits Up To 25 Inch Monitor.

**Angled Mount**
Side Facing for 32 Inch Monitor  
**Part Number:** VESA-AM32060W-0B  
**Description:** ProClip VESA Angled Mount with 90 Degree Bend (Side Facing) for CS60-HC Presentation Cradle. Fits Up To 32 Inch Monitor.

The VESA brackets mount to the back of the monitor on a workstation and via 2 screw holes on the back of the Healthcare Presentation Cradle. Mounting screws are included.
DS8100-HC Series Mounting Bracket Options

The DS8100 Series for Healthcare provides the tools clinicians need to improve patient outcomes and streamline workflows—resulting in increased productivity.
Over-the-Monitor Combination Scanner with Presentation Cradle/Printer

Part Number: VESA-AMPP081W-0B
Description: Creative Mounting Solutions Over-the-Monitor VESA Combination Angled Mounting Bracket. Holds both DS8178-HC Presentation Cradle and ZQ610 Healthcare Mobile Printer.

Over-the-Monitor Scanner with Presentation Cradle

Part Number: VESA-AMPC081W-0B
Description: Creative Mounting Solutions Over-the-Monitor VESA Angled Mounting Bracket for the DS8178-HC Presentation Cradle.

Looking for more information or available options for this Series?
Click to learn more about DS8100-HC
Deliver Stand-Out Care With Scanners Built To Serve

Healthcare workers have enough to worry about—like delivering critical care to patients. That’s why Zebra healthcare scanners are designed to operate all shift long, work quietly through the night and withstand anti-bacterial cleaning. They become the easiest part of the job.
Stay Focused on Patient Care

Zebra offers convenient solutions for mounting cordless healthcare scanners to a workstation on wheels or an in-room workstation, allowing clinicians to easily switch between handheld and hands-free scanning, while still being focused on patient care.

Source: 2021 Zebra Global Healthcare Vision Study

88% of decision makers and 78% of clinicians agree that technology can help prevent and reduce medical errors.
Thank you for reading
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Learn more about the CS60-HC Series
Learn more about the DS8100-HC Series